MEGA-PRESS and PRESS measure oxidation of glutathione in a phantom.
Investigate the possibility of measuring changes in glutathione (GSH) concentration using the MRS PRESS and MEGA-PRESS sequences by tracking the natural oxidation of GSH, and to examine the accuracy of the two methods. 122 GSH edited MEGA-PRESS and PRESS acquisitions were acquired on a "braino" based phantom +3.0 mM GSH during a period of 11 days. All spectra were analyzed in LCModel. (The MEGA-PRESS data were first preprocessed in Matlab). Degradation curves were modeled. A one year follow-up on the same phantom and measurements from a similar phantom without GSH and one pure GSH phantom were also included. Both MEGA-PRESS and PRESS showed degradation of the measured GSH signal. Modeling the exponential decay of the GSH signal in MEGA-PRESS and PRESS gave for t = 0; 2.9 i.u. for MEGA-PRESS and 2.3 i.u. for PRESS. As t increased, the GSH concentration converged to zero for MEGA-PRESS but not for PRESS (0.7 i.u.). GSH for the one year follow up were 0.0 i.u. for MEGA-PRESS and 0.6 i.u. for PRESS. Similar phantom without GSH yielded 0.0 i.u. for both MEGA-PRESS and PRESS. It is possible to measure changes in GSH concentration in a phantom using both PRESS and MEGA-PRESS techniques, however the PRESS spectrum appears to include oxidized GSH (GSSG). In addition, GSH edited MEGA-PRESS measurement gives more precise values at lower GSH concentrations.